
Construction of the hydraulic pump 

Hydraulic adapter 

Seal ring  

Piston 

Sealing elements  

Pressure relief valve

Replaces

Renault 74 82 053 294 

Volvo 82053294

Suitable for 

Renault Premium II TR/PR/DXi 7, 

Kerax /DXi 11/13,D 

Volvo F/FL/FM 6/7 FE

Product details

Service life: 1500 cycles

Length: 130mm

Width: 80mm

Height: 143mm

Hydraulic connection: 2 x M12x1,5 ;  

  ISO 8434-1-L6

Operating pressure: 280 bar

Pressure valve setting: 370+50 bar/0 bar

Cubic capacity: 4cm³ +- 10%

Volumes  
Reservoir: 380 cm³

Weight: 2,5 kg

Colour: Black

Salt water test: 350 h

Operating temperature: -40°C + 80°C

Locking screw

Gasket

Reservoir

Actuating cam

Oil filter
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Product info:

When actuated, the 6.76009 Cabin tilt pump generates the necessary 

pressure to tilt the driver’s cab. In order to ensure a safe working under 

the tipped open cab, the quality of the 6.76009 hydraulic pump is 

decisive. High-quality components such as hardened cams and pistons, 

as well as piston sealing elements made of permanently oil-resistant 

and abrasion-resistant material, ensure problem-free operation. 

Furthermore, a durable oil-proof pump with a non-swelling flat gasket 

and shaft seal rings has been constructed, that can withstand even the 

extreme conditions created by the use of salt in winter.

Product Portrait 6.76009

Cabin tilt pump

http://dtpi.de/?id=6.76009
http://www.dt-spareparts.com/
http://dtpi.de/?id=6.76009


If the oil in the hydraulic circuit is mixed with water at the time of 

repair (oil is milky) or if there is a foreign substance in the oil, the 

hydraulic system must be flushed. When filling the new hydraulic 

pump, an oil that is approved by the manufacturer must be used. 

In order to bleed the hydraulic circuit, the driver’s cab must be fully 

tilted once and then returned to the driving position. When tilting 

the driver’s cab, it may be necessary to top up with oil several 

times. When tilting back the cab, excess oil may leak out from the 

hydraulic pump.

The lines must not be interchanged during assembly in order to 

ensure the functions according to the manufacturer‘s specifications.

Tips & tricks

Product Portrait 6.76009

Cabin tilt pump

Further articles for the hydraulic pump - Art. No. 6.76009
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6.76025 

Cabin tilt cylinder          

replaces  

Renault 50 10 629 150

2.97127

Gasket kit 

replaces 

Renault 50 01 867 463

Volvo 3092051

2.97128

Repair kit 

replaces 

Renault 50 01 867 464

Volvo 3092052

6.96009 

Hose line 

replaces

Renault 50 10 615 918                 

6.96000

Repair kit 

replaces  

Renault 50 01 867 466

Volvo 20852954                                               

DT Spare Parts

The complete range of the brand DT Spare Parts offers all 

the spare parts required for the repair and maintenance of 

commercial vehicles. The constant high quality level is achieved 

by uncompromising quality assurance and the continuous product 

optimization within the framework of the Diesel Technic Quality 

System (DTQS). Further infos at www.dtqs.de

You can obtain spare parts and the printed catalogues of the 

brand DT Spare Parts from your local specialist dealer. Utilize 

also the digital catalogues and the online quick search at 

www.dt-spareparts.com, as well as the mobile website. 

Get more information and subscribe to the newsletter: 

http://newsletter.dt-spareparts.com

www.dt-web.tv

http://www.facebook.com/DTSpareParts
https://plus.google.com/+DieselTechnicGroup
https://twitter.com/DT_Spare_Parts

You can find products of the brand DT Spare Parts at authorized distribution partners and at www.dt-spareparts.com.

http://benefits.dt-spareparts.com

Connect and discover your personal advantages:
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